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CHALLENGE FOR OVER-THE-AIR TELEVISION

Cord-cutting in the US is at an all-time high, with increasing adoption of OTT

platforms. As the audience continues to search for low cost and better quality

alternatives to traditional TV, Over-the-Air (OTA) technology has seen a brief

resurgence. Superior broadcast quality after the shift from analog to digital

presents an opportunity to monetize OTA television like never before. However, in

order to capitalize on this opportunity broadcasters must mitigate challenges of

OTA broadcast.

Running an OTA channel remains a challenging prospect due to geographical

limitations, capital intensive nature of broadcast delivery models like satellites and

fiber, and inability to localize content. Also, OTA channels are now competing with

new age platforms, and therefore must explore multiscreen approach, which again

involves developing new infrastructure.

A technological upgrade with cloud based playout can be the possible solution that

can help OTA television networks reinvent themselves.
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Benefits of Cloud

OTA REIMAGINED WITH CLOUD PLAYOUT

One easy way to overcome the challenges of OTA broadcast is by moving

the broadcast workflow to a public cloud, and delivering channels to

affiliate stations through cloud.

Amagi CLOUDPORT transfers all media assets, playout, and graphics to

the public cloud, thereby letting OTA channels remotely manage each

affiliate station without the need to invest in satellite uplink or fiber

delivery. Since each station affiliates can be individually managed, it also

opens up the possibility to localize the content, advertisements, and

graphic overlays. For example, a terrestrial channel operating a common

feed across Dallas and Houston can have completely different

programming schedule, as well as advertisements, without having to build

additional infrastructure.

CLOUDPORT’s completely intuitive remote playout management makes it

possible to run a national terrestrial channel with localized broadcast at

each station affiliate.

HOW OTA CAN BENEFIT FROM CLOUD



BROADCAST MANAGEMENT ON PUBLIC 
CLOUD IN THREE EASY STEPS

Content Ingest & Storage
Move assets from your premise or a

datacenter to a cost-effective and

secure public cloud. Import multiple

playlist and video formats, and store

media assets safely on Amagi cloud

to scale up or down at will. With cloud

storage, this also doubles up as an

efficient disaster recovery solution.

1 Playout Management
Set up and manage multiple custom

feeds through web-based user

interface. You can easily add dynamic

graphics such as static and animated

logos and bugs, count down timers,

tickers, and lower thirds. Adding digital

video effects like L-bands, PIP, video

squeeze, and credit squeeze is also

simplified with CLOUDPORT’s playout

management interface.

2 Delivery
Once your content is broadcast-ready,

push content from cloud to edge

playout servers installed at affiliate

stations and control content insertions

remotely.

You can also deliver directly to OTT

platforms by managing the playout from

the cloud.
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BENEFITS OF AMAGI CLOUDPORT 

24/7 Monitoring Support
Amagi provides a 99.99% broadcast SLA, with 24/7 

monitoring service, ensuring your broadcast operations 

run uninterrupted. 

PaaS-based playout platform.

Zero upfront cost. Pay as you go

IP-enabled.

Live IP contribution and IP streaming delivery

Advanced Dynamic Graphics.

Rich overlay graphics for enhanced viewer experience

OTT Extensibility.

Set up linear OTT channels with agility

Virtualized playout.

Spin-up new channels



TECHNICAL Specifications

•   Media asset management      

workflows

•   Multi-format playlist integration

•   Live contribution with ad breaks

•   Rescue playout

Accelerated Content Upload 
CLOUDPORT allows upload of media asset

at an accelerated pace, enabling flexible control over 

playout.

Multi-channel playout 

and monitoring

Cloud ingest 

and transcoding

4 Channel SD /

2 Channel HD Playout

Near-live 

asset changes

•  Open/closed subtitles

•   Support for external triggers

•   Up to 16 multiple audio tracks

•   Customizable As-Run logs

•   Cloud based asset pricing

•   Multisite workflows

Playout Features 
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About Amagi 

Amagi is a next-generation media technology company that provides cloud broadcast 

and targeted advertising platforms to customers globally. Amagi enables TV networks 

to create a complete broadcast workflow on the cloud, with support for content 

preparation, storage, archival, playout, delivery, and monetization at a fraction of the 

cost compared with traditional broadcast models. 
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